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the Editor except on personal application to the conductor, and
we (ô' not suppose it is his fault as he is not supposed to be con-
cerried in the mailing. The publishers themselves ought to look
into this matter as one of self-interest. Of the Dental Weekly, for
instance, of thirty-two numbers to date, only seventeen have
reached us. We hope that the subscribers are more fortunate.
We would respectfully ask that all the journals in the English
language be sent to the Editor at Montreal BY NAME if possible,
so. as to avoid a confusion that might arise on account of a
similarity of names in that of this journal and a dental depot.
Also that duplicate copies be sent to Dr. Martin, at Toronto
Junction, Ont., that the German exchanges be sent to Dr. Klotz,
St. Catharines, Ont., and the French to Dr. Bourdon, 103 St.
Denis Street, Montreal.

Correct to 80,000.

On page 257 of the last issue, line 20, the mistake is made that
"there are only English-speaking people " in the 2oo,oo
population of Montreal. Some people, in such a case, always
instinctively see that an error has been made. Other people have
no such instinct; and if your editorial declares that two and two
make five, they believe you mean it, and of course that you are an
idiot. Will our readers please correct this in ink in the margin
of the September JOURNAL, and make it read 8oooo? We meant
to show that the English population, like that of Toronto,. is too
well supplied with dentists.

WE are pleased to see on the market a new vulcanizer, and more
especially so as it is the invention of a Canadian, Dr. Casgrain, of
Quebec. The particular features of it are ease and rapidity of
manipulation with a homogeneous product. This is due to the
large amount of metal, which makes it "heat up" slowly, but
insures more perfect vulcanizing. Reliance is placed on the steam
gauge solely, there being no risks of overheating through a broken
thermometer. We hope Dr. Casgrain's invention will achieve the
success its merit deserves.

SITUATION wanted by Dental Graduate. Good references as to
ability and character. Box io, this journal.
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